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The UK’s leading metropolitan festival of new ideas and
innovation is back in May. The festival combines an international
programme of speakers and performers with the unshakable
creative spirit of one of the North’s most vibrant cities.
See more

New at Ambition are bitesize digital training, first aid, mock
employment tribunals and business management
masterclasses, along with the development of a Boot Camp for
Leadership & Management. Employers are also being asked if
they can support training for unemployed people by helping
craft course content or offer interviews.
And a date for the diary  Leeds Retail Conference Thursday 28th
March.
Looking at changing consumer behaviour and the impact on the
consumer economy in Leeds, with a focus on innovation and
what the sector can do to maintain a strong position. Further
details announced soon.
Find out more by contacting
dianne.wainwright@ambitionleeds.co.uk
Get in touch
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Meet our street teams that provide an all important welcome to
Leeds city centre and help create a lasting impression.
Take a look

Transform has announced their next major festival, Transform
19, a festival of powerful international performance, igniting
Leeds with trailblazing theatre, dance, parties and adventure.
See more

Want to get qualified as a Mental Health First Aider? Develop
your practical skills, confidence and knowledge on this 2 day
course.
View dates

CLICK HERE TO SEE THE FULL LIST OF BID SERVICES FOR LEVY PAYERS

Ice Cube is back at Millennium Square for more icy fun and
adventure for all the family.
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Ice Cube is back at Millennium Square for more icy fun and
adventure for all the family.
See more

Cocktails in the City is back in Leeds Town Hall and is set to
deliver the biggest and most explorative festival of drinks yet.
See more

Explore the interactive aquarium exhibition featuring thought
provoking images of creatures from the sea as well as
installations, films and activities for visitors to take part in.
More information

Celebrate Valentine's Day this year at Fazenda, with a specially
curated menu to make your experience even more memorable.
Fazenda's special Valentine's menu will be available on Thursday
14th February through until Saturday 16th February.
Book now
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14th February through until Saturday 16th February.
Book now

MEPC introduces a brand new community app for Wellington
Place.
Find out more

Leeds Business School welcomes David HardingBrown, of
Packaging Collective, who will explore the role and value of
packaging in society.
More information

Sounds Like THIS is an eclectic, diverse and boundarypushing
festival, presenting cutting edge music, sound art and visual
installations
See the festival

People traveling to and from Leeds Bradford Airport can take
advantage of easier and more affordable journeys when
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People traveling to and from Leeds Bradford Airport can take
advantage of easier and more affordable journeys when
traveling by rail, with a bus connection
Find out more
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